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The Early Learners are back.
Every day they fill the
school with their
enthusiastic buzz, easy
laughter and happy smiles.

The first step towards connecting home and school was to schedule parent
orientations for all the age groups of the Early Years. Between 28th May,
2022 and 11th June 2022 five virtual orientations were conducted, keeping
the Covid protocols in mind. The teachers presented a bird’s eye view of a
typical day of an Early Learner in GMC Koramangala. The orientation helped
parents to understand the teaching – learning methodology implemented in
school especially as the children transition from the online to the in-campus
mode of learning.
Of the many topics dealt with during the orientation, the ones that stood out are the early childhood
development and the importance of parental participation in setting everyday routines. To reinforce
what was discussed, tips on promoting and supporting positive behaviour at home, setting up of a
healthy, systematic and organized routine with regard to work, play and eating habits were also shared.
Parents were also advised to be mindful of their child’s screen time and follow healthy eye habits like
the 20-20-20 rule.
The importance of
parents and teachers partnering and collaborating with each other to help all
children in the crucial years of their development was the focal point of the orientations.

An annual
celebration
dedicated to giving
the gift of yoga
to each and every
person in the
world was
celebrated by the
students and
teachers of Early
Years on Tuesday,
21st June 2022
with great
enthusiasm.

“The child is both a hope and a promise for mankind.” – Dr.Maria

Montessori.

Children are born with a natural inclination toward compassion, empathy and
kindness but these seeds must be sown and nurtured.
Keeping this in mind we kept ‘Courtesy’ as the ‘Value In Focus’ for the
month of June. Songs, games and stories on why and how to be courteous
were a part of our regular classes.
Children were seen being courteous to each other, be it sharing stationery,
waiting for their turn, speaking politely to others or using the magic words.

Tip :- One of the most important jobs we have as teachers
and parents is to model the right behaviour, interact in a
polite manner with everyone and thereby teach children to
be courteous and treat others with respect.

Fun with colours!!

Colours being the most interesting and beautiful part of
nature, was the chosen topic for the beginning of the year
in Montessori .
Games and activities revolving around
colours fascinated the children and kept them glued to the
presentations given in class .
Songs, dance, videos and
artwork planned for the month ensured that children had
‘Fun with Colours’ in their classes.

NPS Koramangala steps into its 20th year!! The big happy family celebrated its 20th Founder’s Day
with Dr.(Mrs.) Santhamma Gopalkrishna, Dean - NPS Group of Institutions, NAFL, GMC & TISB; the
Principal, Ms. Jyotsna Nair; and all staff members. The celebration started off with an invocation and
lightening of lamp by Dr. (Mrs.) Santhamma Gopalkrishna and Mrs. Jyotsna Nair. In her address to the
faculty members, the Dean lauded everyone for their immense contribution and resilience during the
darkest days of the pandemic. She narrated anecdotes from her life; with an underlying message to all on
the need to adapt to change. She specially congratulated the members of the faculty who have been with
the school since its inception in 2003-04, who continue to serve the institution with dedication and
pride.

Reminiscence filled the air as everyone nostalgically watched a picture gallery of the school’s first triennial
events beginning way back in 2003: AHAN, Sports Day, KHOJ, the first Graduation Day and many more.
A musical ensemble and a fun facts quiz relived those unforgettable moments that never fail to tug at
the heartstrings. The day was reminder that in a short span of two decades, NPS Koramangala has carved
a niche for itself in the realm of education.

A Montessori Senior was working with
the constructive triangles.
A KG1 child asked the teacher,
“What
are
you
having for
breakfast?”
She answered,
porridge.”

“I

am

having

The child immediately recalled
the story of 3 bears and said
“You look like one of the bears
eating the porridge”.

Having joined 2 triangles to make a
trapezium,
he
exclaimed,
"The
trapezium shape is like a rectangle with
2 corners stretched and the other 2
corners squeezed in".

Good Bye. We will be
back with our next edition
in August.

